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A Biopharma Investor’s Perspective 

On Ongoing Budget Reconciliation Prescription Drug Negotiations 

To policymakers currently debating last-minute drug price controls that won’t defund R&D, I offer insights into 

how various ideas you are considering would impact R&D. Most importantly: 

• The new out-of-pocket cap for Medicare beneficiaries should be $1200 or lower for most beneficiaries to protect 

them from high coinsurance and premiums that Part D and MA Part D plans still will be allowed to charge. 

• Out-of-pocket costs for commercial plans should also be capped at $1200 or lower for most beneficiaries. 

Insurance simply shouldn’t be called insurance if it sets OOP costs that many beneficiaries can’t afford, forcing 

them to forego treatments that their physicians and even their own insurance plan says are appropriate for them. 

Congress banned insurance denials on the basis of pre-existing conditions; unaffordable OOP costs are simply 

denials on the basis of emergent conditions, are predatory, and should disqualify an insurance plan from even 

being called insurance. 

• Government price setting prior to drugs’ typical 13-14 years of patent-based market exclusivity will significantly 

skew investor funding decisions to the detriment of patients and society. The latest proposed legislation would 

subject drugs to potentially severe price reductions after merely nine years on the market in the case of small 

molecules and 13 years on the market for biologics with no opportunity for extensions. As a result: 

• Investors would be incentivized to develop biologics over small molecules. Biologics cost society much more in 

the long run than small molecules, are more difficult to administer (injected/infused), therefore have lower 

adherence, and cost more to administer if done by a physician. All else being equal, Medicare should want 

industry to be developing small molecule drugs whenever possible, since they can be formulated as oral pills and 

are cheaper to manufacture, which means that their prices can collapse to a much lower level after their 

patents expire.  

• Companies will no longer be incentivized to study whether and at what doses the products they developed for 

adults might also work in children. Usually, adult conditions occur so rarely in children that such studies are difficult 

and lack expectation of a financial return. Yet it’s in society’s interest to get the data, which is why Congress 

created the pediatric exclusivity extension as an incentive in the first place. Without such pediatric studies, 

physicians would be dosing children blindly and potentially unsafely.  

• Companies will no longer be incentivized to seek out new uses in older populations for existing drugs or existing 

drug classes because, once they ran the trials to confirm that a drug works in a new indication, there would be 

too little time left before that drug would be price controlled down. I provide a clear example of how the 

proposed policy would discourage development of SGTL2 inhibitors for treating heart failure after they were 

initially approved for diabetes. 

 

More on these topics are included in this note. 

 

- Peter Kolchinsky 

   November 5, 2021 
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3. Mandatory price reductions that start after merely the regulatory exclusivity period (regardless of patent 

protection) would deter investment in small-molecule drugs 
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1. Price setting for a subset of drugs, or a subset of payers (e.g., Medicare), at launch 

(not what has most recently been proposed but keeps coming up so is worth 

addressing). 

If the idea is to set only the launch prices that Medicare pays for new drugs, then investors will no longer fund 

R&D of drugs that mostly treat the Medicare population. This includes drugs to treat cancer, Alzheimer’s, and 

other diseases associated with aging. Investors will continue to fund R&D of medicines for patients mostly 

covered by commercial plans and maybe Medicaid, although one would expect Medicaid plans to adopt 

Medicare’s tactics and investors might avoid R&D for diseases predominantly covered by Medicaid. One 

simple rule to keep in mind is that investors will avoid whatever the government tries to price control or reward 

less.  

Put another way, if you want better new drugs but don’t want to waste money paying too much to get 

better new drugs, then reward new drugs and price control old ones. That’s been how things worked for 

decades for many drugs since Hatch-Waxman was passed in 1984, launching the generic drug era.  

 

 

2. Aggressively reducing prices of old, off-patent drugs down to generic-like profit 

margins is fine. 

Setting the prices of older, off-patent drugs that fail to drop in price due to generic competition is an 

important new policy achievement. Investors who funded these therapies expected those drugs to go 

generic after their initial patent periods expired. Since the passing of Hatch-Waxman, the average period of 

exclusivity that has incentivized investment in R&D has been around 13.5 years1, after which generic copies 

would rapidly come to market, causing the price to collapse and profits to become negligible. That’s the 

duration Congress should anchor to while preventing companies from milking outliers like insulin analogues, 

Humira, and Enbrel for much longer periods. Ten years might work for an orphan indication where the costs to 

commercialize the drug are low and sales could be expected to ramp quickly so that the company could 

expect many years of high sales. But for a larger market with higher commercialization costs, ten years is not 

enough. For example, my firm is unlikely to invest in a drug for a primary care market that only has 10 years of 

market exclusivity. So, if the goal is to help many patients suffering from complex diseases like cancer and 

Alzheimer’s, then you do not want to set the exclusivity period to nine years or even to the lower end of 

what’s typical. So, setting a base period of 13 years for all drugs (small molecules and biologics) while 

allowing for pediatric exclusivity extensions of six months would leave incentives for innovation close to what 

they are now while averting societally wasteful spending on older drugs. 

Investor math already discounts distant profits heavily; it’s the profits we expect a drug to generate during the 

first 10-15 years on the market that determine whether funding R&D to develop it is worthwhile. If we expect a 

drug to only have ten years of exclusivity on the market before going generic, then we must believe it can 

justify a high enough price to make that short mortgage period profitable enough to justify our investment in 

its development. If the exclusivity period were longer because the company has a longer patent, then we 

would be inspired to fund R&D of that drug even if the market signaled that it would only pay a lower price.  

 
1 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28892528/ 
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Profits beyond 15 years are discounted to have very little value and therefore little impact on how 

incentivized investors like me are to risk capital on a drug R&D program that’s five or ten years from even 

coming to market. Those profits are just too far out to matter.  

The branded drug exclusivity period is like a finite mortgage that companies and their investors receive for 

having “built” a drug. By paying market-based prices during that period, society pays off the mortgage and 

benefits from the drug as a public good forever after. Meanwhile, innovators and investors shift their focus to 

building the next new drug, so they receive a finite “mortgage” on that drug. With the advent of scientifically 

complex biologic drugs that fell outside of the Hatch-Waxman generics framework, the industry discovered 

that what should have been finite mortgages were turning into much longer “rent” streams due to 1) 

manufacturing complexity that made these drugs hard to copy or 2) patent gaming. 

The problem is therefore not that drug prices are high; they are as high as they need to be to continue to 

incentivize R&D into new medicines. The problems are that they are that high for too long, longer than 

matters to investors who fund R&D.  Today’s insurance design makes appropriate treatments unaffordable to 

some patients and remains a crucial shortcoming of the Reconciliation bill. Therefore, high prices for old 

drugs (certainly beyond 15 years) could be cut without impacting incentives that spur R&D investment -- and 

the savings from that should be used to reduce OOP costs to $1200 or below for patients to solve affordability. 

The fact that some drugs eventually turned out to be hard to genericize is a market failure. Whatever pharma 

(or even small companies like Turing) owns that drug when it should be an inexpensive generic is exploiting 

that failure. Those distant, resilient profits were never a part of the R&D funding calculus. So, ensuring that all 

drugs go generic without undue delay, which is pretty much the idea of centrist Democrats like Rep. Scott 

Peters, would not deter investors from funding R&D of new drugs. It would just affirm the conditions under 

which R&D has attracted as much funding as it has for decades. Just as Hatch-Waxman ushered in the 

generic drug era, the Reduced Costs and Continued Cures Act (RCCCA) from Reps. Scott Peters and Kurt 

Schrader would reinforce it to ensure that all drugs drop significantly in price after their initial and adequate 

reward period. 

You can learn more about how R&D investment decisions are made here. 

 

 

3. Mandatory price reductions that start after merely the regulatory exclusivity period 

(regardless of patent protection) would deter investment in small-molecule drugs. 

The RCCCA calculates the initial reward period as the longer of a) regulatory exclusivity or b) expirations of 

whatever patents are granted as of one year post launch (since patents commonly take four-seven years to 

issue, that’s akin to saying 14-17 years post approval). Some might think that price reductions should start as 

soon as regulatory exclusivity expires and just forget about patents. This means that price reductions would 

kick in within five years of launch for small molecules (or seven years if a drug has orphan exclusivity, though 

some proposals seem to ignore orphan exclusivity) and 13 years for biologics.   

The result is that we would stop investing in small molecule drugs, because five years is too short a time to 

generate a positive return. There are very limited scenarios in which investors can break even or make a profit 

given the risks, costs, and time it takes research, discover, and manufacture a drug capable of receiving FDA 

approval. There are many projects over the years that my firm could not justify funding because they lacked 

https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/b65fjkcdiv3hs52e
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patents and were only going to be rewarded with regulatory exclusivity. That’s because five years just wasn’t 

long enough.  

A company typically spends its first five years trying to drive awareness of its drug and battling insurance plans 

for reimbursement, just to get to profitability. The investment math breaks down if that’s when government 

price setting kicks in. Even seven years is too short a time. Even Europe sets its minimum exclusivity period for 

any new drug at ten years, but even that feels too short in many cases because of how long it takes to work 

through reimbursement barriers these days (and, unlike the US, Europe does pay enough for drugs to inspire 

R&D investment on its own). Ten years is possibly suitable for small patient populations with a small, well-

informed physician community that won’t be hard to inform of a new drug’s existence and merits. But larger 

markets are harder to educate and penetrate. The harder it is to generate a profit from an approved drug, 

the longer the reward period needs to be.  

In theory, one could make the math work with a reward period of any duration, even five years, if you could 

charge any price, but that’s not how the market works.  

Think of drug companies and investors like home builders who need to believe that they will be able to sell 

the final house for a high enough price to justify building it. That price can be financed with a 30-year 

mortgage with small monthly installments, a 15-year mortgage with higher installments, or a ten-year 

mortgage with much higher installments. In all cases, that’s more affordable than buying the home all upfront 

for one extremely high lump sum. One can structure the payment in all these ways, but what you can’t do is 

set the payments based on 15-year math and then simply cut the mortgage duration to ten years without 

increasing the size of each installment. The builder won’t build the house because the total value of the 

payments, their net present value, isn’t adequate.  

So, if a drug has 13 years of exclusivity and would generate a positive return on investment if we assume price 

X, we’ll invest in that drug’s R&D. And if it only has 11 years of exclusivity, we can still make the investment 

math work if we think that the market will tolerate a price a little higher than X. And while it might seem that 

one could just keep raising the price as the exclusivity period is shortened, the math eventually breaks down. 

Because as the price goes higher, insurance plans fight harder and harder to keep patients from getting the 

drug; volumes get lower and lower. So, when the exclusivity period is too short, rather than just assuming we 

can charge 2X, it’s safer to just not bother investing in the R&D to develop the drug.  

The same would happen with home building if policymakers issued a law that mortgages could not be longer 

than five years. Most homes would be priced out of the reach of most buyers if they couldn’t spread the cost 

of buying that home over a longer period of time. And without buyers, builders wouldn’t build. The result is a 

shortage of homes. In the case of drugs, the result is that investors will no longer fund R&D for drugs whose 

mortgage periods Congress insists should be short. 

Since biologics would still get 13 years of regulatory exclusivity before price controls kick in, we could 

probably make the math work there. So, we’ll focus our investing on biologics. That’s unfortunate because 

small molecules are much more likely to be simple oral pills that are also easy to genericize (and quickly 

achieve true generic pricing). It’s in society’s interest to solve as many medical problems as possible with 

small molecule drugs. Biologics are more expensive to manufacture, typically injected, and sometimes 

administered by a physician, which comes at a cost. The last thing policymakers should want to do is skew 

the incentives towards developing biologics if a small molecule solution were possible.  

The minimum small molecule exclusivity period could be 13 years. It’s in the range of what we assume now for 

most small-molecule projects we fund. And allowing modest extensions to that time (such as the existing 

“pediatric extension” for determining whether a drug works in children) would help cushion the investment 

https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/b65fjkcdiv3hs52e
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math. That’s already in the range of what the RCCCA codifies by setting exclusivity as the longer of 

regulatory exclusivity or the initial granted patents.  

Some may think that the RCCCA allows 21 years of protection after approval because it covers patents 

granted as much as a year post launch. But patent protection starts at filing and patents are typically 

granted four to seven years after filing, so they only have 13-14 years left on them when granted. 

Furthermore, most of the key patents that protect a drug and get listed in the FDA’s Orange Book are 

granted well before a drug comes to market. They usually have so little life left on them when the drug is 

approved, sometimes just five to ten years, that the Hatch-Waxman Act created patent term restoration as 

an incentive for R&D because it was clear that letting generics come in and erode rewards for innovation just 

five to ten years after launch would discourage innovation. So today the key patent for many drugs is 

extended by up to five years (half the time the drug spends in the clinic, up to five years maximum).  

So as policymakers debate the fine points of how long exclusivity lasts before mandatory price reductions set 

in, consider just skipping all the complexity and setting the minimum at 13 years while allowing pediatric 

exclusivity extensions and other incentives for important upgrades of the drug. 

 
 

4. Setting the exclusivity period for small molecules to nine years is still not enough and 

would deter investment in small molecules and delay the launch of drugs for certain 

indications. 

Setting a reward period of nine years for small molecules and 13 for biologics is simply less bad than five years 

for small molecules and 13 years for biologics. It still creates a skewed incentive to develop biologics. Simply 

put, policymakers should not distinguish between small molecules and biologics. It shouldn’t matter to them 

whether we solve problems with a wrench or a pair of pliers. We should use the right tool for the right job. 

There’s nothing inherently less risky or less expensive about developing a small molecule drug that would 

justify a shorter period of reward than what is allowed a biologic. You’re simply telling me that I must make 

the reward fit into a nine-year mortgage for a small molecule and a 13-year mortgage for a biologic. That 

means I need to charge more for nine years if I solve the problem with a small molecule than what I would 

charge for 13 years if I solved it with a biologic. But if I fear that insurance companies will give a higher-priced 

small molecule a hard time than it would a lower-priced biologic, then I’ll be incrementally discouraged from 

developing the small molecule. And yet, if the molecular target that needs to be inhibited to treat the 

disease requires a small molecule (biologics have a hard time getting into cells so aren’t the right tools much 

of the time), then essentially price controls have discouraged me from developing the only kind of drug that 

would work.  

Also, if a drug will only get nine years of exclusivity, then a company would need to make those nine years 

count. It wouldn’t want to start the clock by developing the drug for a small disease and later expand its use 

for a larger disease but have only a few years left before HHS forces down the price. So even if a company 

could develop a drug more quickly for Disease A with few patients, the logical thing to do would be to just 

focus on the larger Disease B. In fact, it’s not clear why a company would even invest in the trials for Disease 

A. 

Today, if a drug might expect to have 14 years on the market due to 14 years of patent protection, the 

company would launch the drug for Disease A in year one and keep going for Disease B as fast as it could, 

let’s say getting approval for Disease B in year five, leaving nine more year of market exclusivity. It wouldn’t 
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make much sense of the company to skip over Disease A because it wouldn’t lengthen the time on the 

market after launching for Disease B; the company would still only have nine years.  

So, the proposal to limit exclusivity for small molecules to only nine years would make companies wait to start 

the clock only when they can get approval for their largest possible market. Today, the hope of at least 

generating some revenues from Disease A incentivizes investors to fund development of the drug and makes 

it possible to bridge the company through the extra years it would take to develop the drug for Disease B. 

Under the current proposal, investors will face a very long wait with tremendous expense purely developing 

the drug for Disease B. They might be deterred entirely from funding that R&D. This isn’t a hypothetical. There 

are many examples of drugs that started out being developed for one indication but then were shown to 

work elsewhere.  

 

 

5. A further, real-world example of important innovation the current drug pricing policy 

reform bill would destroy—new indications and in-class competition. 

While it may seem that nine years is only 4.5 years or only 33% shorter than the average 13.5 years of market 

exclusivity many drugs get, the impact on R&D incentives can be disproportionately higher, discouraging 

important innovation. 

In March 2013, a new class of small molecule diabetes drugs emerged when FDA approved Johnson & 

Johnson’s Invokana (canagliflozin). Invokana is an SGLT2 inhibitor, a pill taken to lower blood sugar in people 

with diabetes. It was the first SGLT2 inhibitor approved to treat diabetes, soon followed by Farxiga 

(dapagliflozin) from AstraZeneca in January 2014, Jardiance (empagliflozin) from Eli Lilly/Boehringer Ingelheim 

in August 2014, and Pfizer’s Steglatro (ertugliflozin) in 2018. When SGLT2 drugs first were approved for diabetes, 

the prevailing wisdom was that one should be careful about diabetes drugs’ potential cardiovascular safety 

issues. Patients with diabetes are at risk of cardiovascular complications, so the FDA makes drug companies 

run big studies to prove their diabetes drugs don’t cause cardiovascular harm. 

Not only were SGLT2 inhibitors safe, in 2016 evidence emerged showing that SGLT2 inhibitors may help treat 

heart failure – regardless of whether a person has diabetes. The SGLT2 companies began enrolling large 

clinical trials to confirm this signal. In October 2019, five years after its initial approval for the treatment of 

diabetes, Farxiga was approved to reduce the risk of hospitalization for heart failure among adults with type 2 

diabetes. In May 2020, six years after its approval for diabetes, Farxiga was approved to treat heart failure in 

adults without diabetes, after showing it reduced the risk of worsening heart failure or death by 26% 

compared to standard of care. Again, that’s going to save Medicare money on hospitals and improve the 

lives of millions of patients for the rest of time, long after Farxiga and the other SGLT2s are generic. 

Farxiga will likely go generic in 2030, about 16 years after it was first approved, so AstraZeneca will reap ten 

years of reward for proving that its drug treats heart failure. Had today’s proposed drug pricing policy been in 

place in 2016, however, AstraZeneca would likely not have bothered to start a big, expensive, risky, long 

clinical study in heart failure since, anticipating that it would have only 2.5 years of exclusivity left by the time 

it might get approval for heart failure. AstraZeneca might even fear that since Invokana was approved in 

2013 and would be price controlled in 2022, physicians would just use the knowledge that Farxiga worked in 

heart failure to simply prescribe inexpensive Invokana instead, since per the currently proposal, that would 

now be available to patients without restrictions at a lower copay whereas presumably Farxiga might be 

subject to prior authorization restrictions and have a higher copay. So functionally, AstraZeneca could look 

https://www.astrazeneca.com/media-centre/press-releases/2020/farxiga-approved-in-the-us-for-the-treatment-of-heart-failure-in-patients-with-heart-failure-with-reduced-ejection-fraction.html
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forward to only two years of reward for all its efforts to study Farxiga in heart failure, which is 80% less than then 

ten years AstraZeneca actually looked forward when it was making the decision to fund heart failure trials. 

So, if the current nine-year proposal were in effect back in 2016, it’s unlikely that heart failure patients would 

be benefitting from SGLT2 inhibitors today; patients with heart failure would have a higher mortality and 

Medicare would end spending more on heart failure-related hospitalizations indefinitely. That would be a 

wasted opportunity.  

Some like to dismiss meaningful incremental innovation as “me too” drugs. Why do we need four SGLT2s in 

the first place? But competition among these branded drugs helped drive down costs for Medicare, so it’s an 

example of the successes of a true, competitive market, not a market failure anyone should want to 

discourage. And yet, truncating exclusivity periods for small molecule drugs will mean once the first drug in a 

class launches, only those drugs that launch very soon after may be worth launching. If there’s a straggler 

that could come to market four years after the first and help to compete down prices, it might not be worth 

launching it since it would have only five years on the market before the first drug gets price controlled. So, 

the first drug will remain on the market without as much competitive pressure, increasing costs for Medicare.   

Furthermore, different drugs in the same class work differently in some patients, so shorter exclusivity means 

fewer options for patients. Sometimes a late entrant is the best of all the drugs in the class (e.g., Lipitor and 

Crestor in the statin class). And while some may think that it’s not worth paying for subsequent, marginally 

better me-too drugs, over time those incremental benefits, whether on efficacy, safety, tolerability, or 

convenience, are enjoyed by all of humanity at generic prices and can offer considerable value. So, there’s 

considerable value in keeping the exclusivity of small-molecule drugs long enough to encourage multiple 

competitors to come to market.  

 

 

6. Making mandatory price reductions steeper for older drugs makes sense and can 

save society money without harming innovation. 

The RCCCA leaves the initial period of exclusivity long enough and then forces down the prices of drugs that 

seem resistant to generic/biosimilar competition. However, while true genericization tends to drive prices 

down by 80% or more, the RCCCA demands a comparatively mild reduction of 25-35%. The goal appears to 

be to leave room for generic or biosimilar competitors to come to market and compete the price down 

further. However, in many cases that competition will still be deterred by patents or simply won’t be able to 

copy the drug. So, some propose that the mandatory price cuts should be steeper. 

You could take the RCCCA further by forcing the prices of those older drugs down to “cost-plus” instead of 

merely by 25-35%. A crude estimate is that generic drug companies profitably operate while charging about 

twice what it costs to manufacture a drug. So twice the cost of production offers enough room for pay for 

expenses and still make a profit. That would potentially deter some or even all generic/biosimilar competitors. 

That might be viewed as good or bad from varying perspectives. Some would say that competition is 

important, but if we take the view that what society wants is a reliably produced drug at the kind of low price 

one expects of off-patent generics, then it’s not at all clear that competition is the best way to achieve that. 

Some generic competitors have cut corners on quality to get on the market or save money, undermining 

public confidence in the quality of generics. The low-cost producers who win a price war tend to be 

overseas, which leaves the US reliant on international supply chains. If we want to produce drugs on US soil 

(keeping high-value jobs in the US and improving our medical security), then it would not be efficient to 
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repatriate ten generic producers just to compete down their profit margins but suffer dis-economies of scale 

since each makes a low volume of the drug. Maybe better to secure long-term low-cost supply by 

contracting with one company (which is functionally what patients rely on for the entire branded life of a 

drug with very rare supply interruptions). And while the price could be set to simulate the price reduction of 

many competitors, the company that makes that one drug would have 100% market share and maximal 

economies of scale. 

Having one company continue to supply the entire US market (but likely manufacturing the drug at more 

than one site, as is often done today in the case of branded drugs, to ensure resiliency) would also make it 

easier for the FDA to continue to inspect manufacturing facilities, which has proven difficult in the case of 

overseas generics manufacturers.  

Also, while the RCCCA only targets drugs that have no competition at the time their exclusivity expires, you 

could make the price reduction apply to even drugs that have a little bit of competition since the whole 

point of Hatch-Waxman and the patent system is that there should be ENOUGH competition after the initial 

reward period to commoditize the innovation, which means bring its price down to close to the cost of 

production. So, if a drug is so complex to make or so patent-gamed that only one or two generics/biosimilars 

come to market, there’s no reason society should have to pay whatever price that oligopoly sets. When the 

mortgage period is over, it’s over. Policymakers should, at that point, knock the price down to whatever it 

would be if there were a dozen generic competitors (a good approximation is about twice the cost of 

production). 

 

 

7. Meaningful drug “upgrades,” including and beyond pediatric testing, need to be 

rewarded with exclusivity extensions. Without them, companies won’t always invest in 

those upgrades, reducing how valuable/useful those medicines could be to society 

over the long run as generics. 

The one major downside to just knocking down the price of an aging drug at a prespecified time is that it 

leaves no room to incentivize further upgrades of that drug. Consider that the FDA encourages companies to 

study how their drugs work for kids by offering six more months of market exclusivity. That’s because kids 

represent such a small fraction of most markets that it’s usually not worth it for a company to spend the 

money on those studies, which can be hard to enroll. Yet, as a society, we recognize that we want to know 

what dose of a drug to give safely to kids and whether it works at all in kids. So, companies are rewarded with 

a six-month extension of society’s mortgage payments in exchange for upgrading our knowledge of how to 

use the drug. 

Consider how much effort and advocacy went into creating the pediatric exclusivity extension as an 

incentive for such studies. There was a reason for that. To eliminate that incentive would set us back and 

require re-engaging in that pro-pediatric advocacy all over again. Some might say that the FDA could just 

be given the authority to force companies to do those studies under threat of the same excise tax Congress 

will create to force companies to accept lower prices. Is that what everything is going to come to? Is the US 

government just going to command companies to invest in what it wants them to under threat of ruinous 

taxes instead of offering incentives? Because that road leads to investors just walking away. You can’t force 

investors to fund drug R&D when the reward for success will be a short period of exclusivity, price controls at 

the end of that, and forced spending on financially unrewarding trials. Of course, if the company could 
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simply charge even higher prices, then all these expenses could be offset, but Congress hardly seems like it’s 

going to tolerate higher prices even if for shorter periods of time. All that’s left is for investors to go elsewhere. 

Beyond pediatric trials, there are other upgrades of existing drugs that policymakers shouldn’t take for 

granted. Today, if a company improves the tolerability of its injected drug by reducing injection-site reactions, 

it will get an entire new patent that could extend its mortgage by many years. Targeting drugs for price 

reductions after the initial exclusivity period expired, regardless of such subsequent patents for subsequent 

upgrades might be OK in some cases, since companies will often upgrade a drug for competitive reasons, 

not just for longer exclusivity. If you are selling a drug that must be taken twice-daily and your competitors 

have once-daily drugs, you are going to work to convert your drug to a once-daily formulation whether you 

get more exclusivity for that or not.  

However, there are many cases where companies would stop investing in upgrades as their drugs get older 

and approach genericization unless they can expect an exclusivity extension from new patents or some 

other incentive. For example (this will be very familiar after the SGLT2 case study), let’s say that when a drug is 

just seven years from the end of its period of exclusivity there’s evidence that it might work to treat a new 

disease. The company would need to fund a new trial that would likely take three years to find out if the drug 

really does work in that disease. If it does work, that disease would only represent a 5% increase in the total 

annual sales of the drug and there would only be four years before the drug would go generic. That’s 

equivalent to 20% of a year’s revenue (4x5%). The company might elect not to fund that study because the 

reward is too small. Maybe someday the NIH would decide to run that study, but it’s more likely that no one 

will. However, if the FDA could dangle the promise of, say, six more months of exclusivity for that drug if the 

company showed it worked in the new disease, that’s equal to 72.5% of a year’s revenue (22.5% for the 

expansion into the new disease for 4.5 years and 50% for half a year longer treating whatever disease the 

drug already treats). That’s kind of like pediatric extension, except with the requirement that the drug actually 

shows a benefit (not just for running the trial).  

For drugs with low annual revenues, the exclusivity extension might need to be longer to incentivize the new 

investment. This could be negotiated. The point is that the rewards for upgrades need not be based on 

patent length. But they should be preserved to ensure that we continue to get the most value from the drugs 

that we already have. Otherwise, we will never know what some of our available drugs could do. So, I urge 

policymakers to set an initial 13-year exclusivity period for all drugs and recognize not only pediatric 

extensions but also other exclusivity extensions that the FDA may in the future grant as an incentive for 

meaningful upgrades of existing drugs. The costs to society will be modest but the gains substantial. 

 

 

8. Capping drug price increases at the rate of inflation will lead to unintended 

consequences and deter investment in R&D of drugs for diseases with uncertain 

numbers of patients and create shortages of some drugs whose population sizes shrink 

(but don’t go away) due to changing standards of care. 

Yet another idea that keeps coming up is the idea of price inflation caps or rebates. Essentially, Medicare 

would block a company from raising its price by more than the rate of inflation. On the surface, this seems like 

a big win since the public is angered by what it sees as rampant drug price increases. However, informed 

policymakers know that almost all those list-price increases are offset by rising rebates back to 
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PBMs/insurance plans and that, on average, net prices have been flat on an inflation-adjusted basis for 

years. The drug industry would seem to be giving up little by agreeing to price increase caps.  

However, this idea is not as straightforward as it seems. From the perspective of companies that already have 

drugs on the market that are selling well and aren’t going up in price on an inflation-adjusted basis, a price 

increase cap is indeed an easy give. It has no financial impact on the manufacturer. But look at it from the 

standpoint of a company that hasn’t launched its drug yet. That company must estimate how many patients 

will be prescribed its drug and how many patients insurance plans will allow to access its drug at any given 

price. The company knows that it could try to generate revenues from setting a lower price that might get 

the insurance plan to let many patients with moderate and severe disease get the drug, or it could set the 

price higher expecting that the drug will only be used to treat the fewer number of severely affected 

patients. Let’s say the company decides to price its drug lower, expecting that it will be more commonly 

used, only to discover once it launches the drug that insurance plans make the drug so hard to access that 

it’s only used as a last resort for severe patients. In such cases, if a company can’t increase the price of its 

drug, it might go bankrupt.  

That nearly happened to a company called Jaguar Health, which had to raise the price of its drug in 2020. 

Congress started to investigate Jaguar for what it thought was Turing-like price-jacking, only to discover that 

the company would have gone under and discontinued production of its drug if it hadn’t taken a price 

increase.  

Or consider a drug that starts off being used frequently and therefore is profitable at a comparatively low 

price, but then newer drugs come to market that are used earlier in treatment, reducing the need for the first 

drug. Eventually, that first drug is used as a last resort for fewer and fewer patients, even as its cost of 

production climbs due to land and wage inflation. If such a company couldn’t increase the price per 

patient, the drug might fail to cover its own costs and the company might discontinue production, which is 

how we get shortages. So, price increase caps are far from benign in these cases. To avoid shortages, if 

policymakers were to implement price increase caps, they should ensure that those don’t start to go into 

effect until several years after a drug has launched and allow companies to raise price faster than inflation if 

they can demonstrate that patient volumes are shrinking and cost of production per patient is climbing faster 

than inflation.  

If a company knows that it CAN raise price if it must, it won’t necessarily launch at the highest possible price 

from the start. This may seem sacrilegious to some economists but consider how the prices of many drugs do 

go up over time, proving that companies don’t always launch at the highest possible price to start with but 

will discover higher prices later. But if a company CAN’T take a price increase, then it will price the drug 

assuming it’ll get the fewest number of patients on it, which becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy since a very 

high price would oblige the insurance pan to restrict it to those patients. In other words, the company will 

generate its return with fewer patients benefiting and society hasn’t saved anything, all because Congress 

thought price increases are bad. 

So, caps on price increases can be harmful to innovation and do deter investment in R&D in certain cases. 

For example, when consider whether to try to earn an adequate reward by charging a lower price to treat 

100,000 patients with moderate-severe disease or a higher price to treat the most severe 20,000 patients, it’s 

possible that the price that a company would have to charge if it could only treat 20,000 patients is higher 

than investors believe insurance plans would condone from the outset, even if insurance plans might have 

warmed to that high price if the company had launched at a lower price and increased the price gradually. 

So, if price increase caps require investors to hope that the drug will be used for more than 20,000 patients or 

hope that insurance companies will tolerate an unprecedentedly high price to start with, the simplest solution 

is to just not invest in the development of the drug for fear that it won’t generate a positive return.  

https://timmermanreport.com/2020/07/when-raising-drug-prices-helps-patients/
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Price increase caps are kind of like outlawing adjustable-rate mortgages. There are going to be cases where 

an ARM would have allowed a buyer to afford a home that a fixed-rate mortgage would not. Similarly, there 

are going to be cases where the possibility of being able to adjust price upwards is necessary to reassure 

investors that, in the face of an uncertain patient population, they will be able to adjust a price and still 

generate a return. And price increase caps that start at launch will defund those R&D projects. But having 

them kick in several years after a drug reaches the market would allow policymakers to claim the optical win 

without actually deterring R&D funding for drugs meant for patient populations of uncertain size.  

You may be thinking that drug prices aren’t adjusted lower when more patients than originally envisioned are 

able to receive a drug. But drug prices are lowered all the time; insurance plans frequently extract bigger 

rebates from companies in exchange for easing restrictions on who can be treated with their drugs, so an 

expanding patient population is one instance that might drive a drug’s price down. We just don’t see these 

price reductions when they are hidden in rebates that drug manufacturers pay to PBMs and insurance 

companies. Also, the launch of competing “me-too” drugs often results in prices coming down (again, via 

hidden rebates), in exchange for which insurance plans allow more patients to be treated with that drug 

class. These competitive dynamics are one reason why net drug prices have been flat on an inflation-

adjusted basis for many years (while hospital costs just keep going up).  

 

 

9. Why carve-outs and exceptions to the rules for “small” companies won’t work. 

Subjecting drugs marketed by big companies to price controls but “sparing” small companies has been 

floated as a way to continue to incentivize innovation while extracting savings from big pharma. The reason 

this won’t work is that the drug industry is a single ecosystem. As an investor, I fund small companies to pursue 

R&D with the expectation that, if they are successful, there is a good chance that my investments will be 

rewarded in a single lump sum payment by a pharma that acquires my company. This spares me from 

having to collect my reward the hard way, extracting it piecemeal from the clutches of insurance plans over 

many years on the market. Ever wonder why there are hundreds of small biotech companies but we aren’t 

making more big pharmas? Because investors don’t want to. Commercializing drugs is not what small 

companies are good at and it’s not what investors want them to tackle after having spent years just trying to 

successfully invent the drug. 

Instead, we hope that a pharma company with far more experience at commercialization will take over, buy 

us out, and justify the price it paid for the small company by generating a return from sales of that company’s 

drug. This an efficient system, akin to farmers focusing on farming and letting supermarkets sell their produce, 

that prevents unnecessary multiplication of manufacturing and commercial infrastructure. Investors and 

some of the employees of that acquired small company recycle their money and expertise to form new small 

companies working on other unsolved problems, while the big pharma company focuses on commercializing 

the drug it just acquired. Eventually, as that drug approaches the end of its mortgage period and the 

pharma company considers how it can continue to stay in business once its drug goes generic, the pharma 

might come back to acquire whatever new drug the new small company has developed. And so the cycle 

continues.  

Only rarely does a small company mature to the point of being able to commercialize its own drugs. 

Sometimes it does so out of necessity because no pharma was eager to acquire them. And sometimes it 

does so because it feels that it can do a better job commercializing it than anyone else. That’s more likely to 
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be the case when a drug is for an orphan disease with so few patients and physicians that it doesn’t take a 

large sales force to spread the word that there’s a new drug on the market.  

So, if policymakers focus price controls on big pharma, then the result will be that I’ll have to assume that my 

small companies will never be acquirable. I will likely have to focus on investing in small companies 

developing orphan drugs that I believe they can sell themselves, which will be all the harder when they have 

only nine years of exclusivity to generate enough profit to have made all our investments in R&D worthwhile 

on a risk- and time-adjusted basis. I will then be less likely to fund small companies to develop drugs for large 

markets that require the small company to hire large sales forces, since that rarely goes well. Counter to 

society’s interests, the result of that policy would be more high-priced drugs (and more salespeople since 

each small company would have to have its own sales force) for fewer patients. Meanwhile, pharma will 

steadily evaporate as their old drugs go generic and yet they can’t justify acquiring any new drugs since the 

moment they try to buy a blockbuster, it becomes a target for price controls. All their expertise is wasted. 

There are further questions around what makes a company “small” or “big,” and what happens when a small 

company grows into a larger one that will vex investors and reduce our certainty – and thus our willingness to 

invest in R&D. 

 

 

10. The problems with only targeting drugs that generate the most revenue for price 

controls. 

Targeting only the most lucrative drugs creates an entire set of confusing disincentives for investors and drug 

makers. H.R. 3 singled out the top 125 medicines, for example. Imagine throwing a party and only charging 

the first 125 people through the door. Who is going to want to be among the first 125? No one will show up for 

that party.  

A policymaker might think that chopping the blockbusters down to size would still leave them profitable 

enough to have been worth developing, but that’s not how we look at funding R&D. We have to fund a 

portfolio of projects knowing most will fail, some will be modest-selling drugs that barely cover their costs, but 

a few will be blockbusters. It might even turn out that the blockbusters weren’t even the most expensive drugs 

to develop – sometimes we get lucky. We need those big wins to make the whole portfolio worth funding. Yet 

if Congress can wait until we have funded all those projects just to see which are the big winners and chop 

just those down, then the whole portfolio will have ceased to be worth funding. We can’t just cut back on 

funding the failures and disappointing drugs, concentrating on just the future blockbusters that are still 

profitable despite price controls. We don’t know which is which until after we’ve invested a lot of capital and 

taken a lot of risk. So, we’ll just have to defund everything. 

Congress might think that we’ll still fund those drugs that generate little enough revenue that they won’t 

make HHS’s top 20 list for price cuts. However, this thinking is wrong for many reasons. Firstly, the drug industry 

launches about 40-50 drugs each year of which only some, probably closer to 20-30, are intended for 

primarily Medicare populations. If 20 drugs a year are selected for price controls, then we must assume that 

after HHS works its way through the current backlog of marketed drugs, it will have the bandwidth to target 

most drugs that are in clinical testing today, might launch later in this decade, and therefore be subject to 

price controls in the mid-late 2030s. Also, we don’t aspire to launch drugs that will fly under Medicare’s radar 

just as no one runs a race hoping to cross the finish line towards the back of the pack. 

https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/mjjtqt2z8z2ifp9p
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For example, consider that if generating $500M of revenue from Medicare is enough to target a drug for 

price controls, then what kind of R&D should we be funding so that lower revenues than that are sufficient to 

generate positive expected returns? It would have to be either inexpensive R&D or low-risk R&D… but that 

doesn’t describe any of the R&D that I fund. We can’t make progress on cancer or Alzheimer’s by pursing 

inexpensive or low-risk R&D. It’s all expensive and high-risk. That’s how real progress is made. Tweaking an 

existing drug can be low risk and inexpensive, but that’s not how we make major leaps and it’s certainly not 

the kind of R&D that policymakers want to encourage. 

There’s nothing harmless about going after the big winners. That’s like discouraging investment in the entire 

portfolio of research projects that tomorrow’s big breakthroughs would have come from. 

 

 

11. Using a math formula to set drug prices at launch (not formally proposed by 

policymakers but it’s an idea floated by some of their advisors and is therefore worth 

addressing here) requires that investors know how that formula works upfront, before 

we invest in any R&D; if can’t know ahead of time, then investors won’t fund R&D.  

If HHS were to use an equation to determine what it would pay, regardless of what physicians and patients 

want, then companies and investors simply need to know what the formula is so we can use it to guide our 

investments. If the computed price is high enough to justify expectations of a positive return on investment, 

then we’ll be justified in investing in the R&D to create that drug.  

Right now, we don’t use a single math formula – we study the market. That means that we look at everything 

society values and spends its money on to project what society might value and spend its money on in the 

future; but we can work with a math formula if you tell us what it is.  

However, if investors are uncertain of what math will be used to set prices, they won’t fund R&D. If Congress 

were to pass a law that said HHS would use some TBD math to dictate to companies what it would pay for 

their drugs once the companies developed and launched the drugs, no one would fund R&D because the 

reward would be incalculable. When the pricing math is TBD, the investment in TBD. Can’t have one without 

the other. 

There are already many examples of drug candidates that we won’t fund because we aren’t confident 

enough that they will generate a positive expected return. For example, most antibiotics fall into this 

category. Current math formulas used by agencies like NICE in the UK are known for undervaluing medicines 

because the equations ignore many elements of their value (e.g., that they go generic, that they help 

caregivers and not just patients, that they offset rising healthcare services costs, etc.). So if policymakers 

declare that it’s their intent to set prices based on some kind of math but don’t specify what math, investors 

will assume it’s going to be this oversimplified math that’s historically underestimated the value of medicines. 

 

 

 

 

https://global-uploads.webflow.com/606ac6e3ee6c2713890937ef/608c35dda66699832939424f_2021.04.30-NPLB_When%20Simpler%20Isn%27t%20Better_Final.pdf
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12. Lowering out-of-pocket costs is the way to solve patient affordability problems. 

Those policymakers who really want to solve affordability for patients need look no further than lowering OOP 

costs for patients by setting low monthly caps. Just as Congress outlawed the practice of insurance plans 

refusing to cover pre-existing conditions, similarly Congress should recognize that high OOP costs are 

equivalent to insurance refusing to cover emerging conditions, which is the point of insurance. OOP costs are 

not a problem for all Americans. Only those who are poor, sick, or with unstable employment. OOP costs 

discriminate against minorities. And while drug companies are often blamed for high prices, price controls 

aren’t going to solve affordability when a patient can’t afford their deductible. You could reduce the price 

of a $50,000 drug by 90% (thus eliminating innovation incentives) and it still would be out of reach of a patient 

with a $5,000 deductible they can’t afford.  

Imagine a town that paid for only 80% of the costs of running a fire department and made the fire fighters 

collect the remaining 20% as OOP payments from the unlucky few whose homes caught fire every year. 

Maybe eight out of ten families whose homes caught fire could afford the payment but the other two could 

not; the firefighters would have to stand there and let their homes burn. Drug companies are often forbidden 

from helping patients pay their OOP costs (to continue the analogy, imagine if, even when the company that 

sold fire trucks offered to pay the OOP for those families, the town outlawed that assistance). It’s absurd to 

blame the fire department or the fire truck company, and yet, that’s what we’ve done with the drug industry 

and really all of healthcare. Something that should be paid entirely out of premiums is only partially paid out 

of premiums and the rest must be made up OOP, deterring patients from getting treatment that was the 

entire reason for them being insured. And when some people can’t afford those OOPs, Congress and the 

public blame the companies that invented the drugs instead of looking at the insurance plans that failed to 

insure.  

We could approach this question from the other direction. Imagine that there were no copays for insulin. 

What would be the argument for setting copays for insulin? What problem would we be aiming to solve? Are 

we concerned that people are going to start faking having diabetes and physicians won’t be able to make 

a proper diagnosis and prescribe insulin to them to inject every day? Even if it were a concern, why isn’t the 

answer to ensure that physicians are trained to diagnose diabetes correctly. It’s not hard. Are there so many 

people claiming to have cancer just so they can be infused with chemotherapy that will make them vomit, 

lose their hair, and suffer from chronic diarrhea? Is that what we hope to deter with OOP costs? Patients only 

rarely seek medicines they don’t need and, in most cases, physicians are the proper gatekeepers to prevent 

inappropriate treatment. Much more often, OOP costs deter patients from following through on what their 

physicians tell them they need. 

When physicians prescribe branded drugs for diseases that could be treated with a less expensive brand or 

with generics, we don’t need OOP costs to nudge patients to lower-cost alternatives. Electronic health 

systems already detect when a patient hasn’t yet tried a preferred treatment and can simply refuse to 

authorize the novel branded drug until the patient tries the less expensive option.  This so-called “step 

therapy” is a very common tool used by insurers. And for a patient taking a generic, the logic of an OOP 

penalty falls apart entirely. 

Hopefully we can agree that it would be hard to justify creating OOP payment requirements if we had a 

system without them. So why when policymakers are sitting down to reform healthcare aren’t we talking 

about getting rid of what is clearly a flaw in the design? As we consider how low OOP costs should be, we 

shouldn’t lose sight of the immorality of OOP costs being there at all. Even a $10 copay has been shown to 

deter appropriate treatment and lead to higher mortality. The poor, vulnerable, disadvantaged among us 
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get hurt the most, and yet it’s not like the marginal cost of an extra pi ll is all that high. The savings that come 

from ending rent-streams from old drugs should be put towards eliminating OOP costs for all patients.  

 

 

13. Extracting Medicare “pay-fors” from drug companies is simply a hidden tax 

imposed on workers and near-retirees particularly for patients subjected to high OOP 

by their commercial plans. 

Drug companies contribute to paying for some of Medicare’s budgetary gaps, and some policymakers want 

to make drug companies pay more for their “fair share” of drug costs. A company that invents a drug is then 

expected to help pay for it. That should sound odd because it is. 

But even if the company did help “pay for” its own drug, where does that money come from? It comes from 

the revenues from their products. In other words, it’s all society’s money. The money Congress wants to take 

from drug companies comes from taxpayers through Medicare and Medicaid, through premiums paid by 

individuals, through the OOP cost burden of the sick, and through higher prices paid by consumers and/or 

lower wages accepted by workers so that employers can purchase commercial insurance. The drug is merely 

the mechanism for taxing all of society so that Medicare can extract a payment to cover some hole in its 

budget. 

If the US government charged drug companies to fill a hole in its budget, it’s essentially laundering its own 

expense through drugs, functionally raising taxes, premiums, OOP costs, etc. and making it look like it’s 

because drug companies charge higher prices.  

Taxes are how we spread the cost of running the government across all the transactions of the economy and 

all the income of everyone employed and invested in the economy. As in every industry, drug companies 

and their employees and their shareholders pay taxes. If Congress needs more money, raise taxes. But to 

suggest that drug companies somehow owe more because patients struggle to afford OOP costs is a 

mistake.  

Some in the drug industry may offer to “pay for” all kinds of concessions, such as closing the Medicare donut 

hole and otherwise lowering OOP costs. Congress may consider that a win. But policymakers should realize 

that the funds for those payments will have to be made up elsewhere and the most obvious source is 

increased drug prices. When industry pays for or subsidizes through discounts programs like 340B, the VA, or 

Medicaid, everything is made possible by revenues from product sales that come out of society’s various 

pockets. Congress is simply hoodwinking the public into believing that it’s saving money by pointing to how 

much less money is coming out of the left pocket hoping that the public won’t notice that more is coming 

out of the right one. Taxes would be a more direct and honest approach to fixing Medicare. That may sound 

naïve to a politician, but at least let’s acknowledge that misleading voters merely defers problems and that 

every expedient lie only sets the stage for a misdiagnosis and incorrect solution.  

Someday, when drug launch prices charged to commercial plans have been forced up by a combination of 

Medicare “pay-fors” and shortened exclusivities (in addition to Europe, Canada, and Australia constantly 

pushing down on what they are willing to pay for drugs), US commercial plans will unravel and stop paying for 

new medicines. Instead of sharing in the cost of incentivizing innovation, everyone and now Medicare too 

has been trying to pay less, freeloading on US commercial plans, employers, and therefore younger patients. 

Biomedical R&D will collapse when that burden becomes too large. We’l l still have the NIH doing all kinds of 
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basic research that tells us what medicines we theoretically could have, but there won’t actually be industry 

R&D to turn those ideas into products. What is the value of all those NIH funded discoveries without the 

development to turn them into actually useful products?  

 

 

14. The bottom line: Eliminate drug company “rent” seeking and preserve the 

“mortgage” model. 

There is only one source of revenue that Congress can take back from the drug industry without reducing 

investors’ willingness to fund R&D. And that’s the ill-gotten profits that some companies are collecting from 

old drugs, by which I mean drugs more than 15 years on the market, not nine years. Those profits are 

decoupled from investors’ and companies’ willingness to fund R&D purely by the basic math of a high 

discount rate compounded over many years. The profits from a drug’s first ten to 15 years on the market are 

what drives expectations of a positive return. More profits beyond that are so far away as to have a marginal 

impact on R&D funding decisions.  

Getting a pediatric extension tacked onto 14 years of patent-based market exclusivity is a valuable incentive 

when a drug company is already ten years into commercialization. Similarly, an extension would inspire 

companies that otherwise are close to the end of their exclusivity to continue to search for new uses and 

otherwise make meaningful improvements to their products before they finally go generic.  

But when investors are still funding the initial investigation of a drug and are essentially five to ten years from 

even getting on the market, revenues they might receive more than 15 years after approval just aren’t on 

their minds. 

Yet, to society, those are real costs. And those costs can be cut. An investor deciding whether to fund the 

Phase 1 trial of a drug that is still eight years from the market would happily give up the hope of those distant 

profits (beyond year 15) if patients would have lower OOP costs and an easier time accessing the drug 

during its first 15 years on the market. Economists call this discount-rate arbitrage. Society has a low discount 

rate, whereas investors and the whole private sector have a high discount rate. Therefore, society should 

always promise large upfront rewards in exchange for big discounts further in the future. Investors don’t value 

the future as much and will happily agree to a more certain upfront profit. It’s the win-win that the patent 

system was designed for. Investors and innovators get to make a lot of money upfront thanks to the artificial 

patent-based monopoly with which society has enticed them to risk time and money to invent a product. 

Society gets that invention for the rest of time and the patent-protected period when its price is high is but a 

blink of an eye to a society that looks ahead to forever enjoying the benefit of that innovation as an 

inexpensive public good. In the case of medicines, what society spends on a drug while it’s branded is small 

compared to the value of having that drug as an inexpensive generic, forever reducing suffering and 

averting healthcare costs.  

So the best way to continue to save money on healthcare is by incentivizing the development of better drugs, 

which means leaving market-based pricing intact for an adequate period of exclusivity (I propose 13 years as 

a minimum for all drugs, small molecule and biologic, using extensions to incentivize further worthwhile 

upgrades of existing drugs). The best way to pay for that innovation and solve affordability for patients is by 

reforming insurance with low monthly OOP caps.  

https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/mxht62ee3dk25euv
https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/mxht62ee3dk25euv
https://nopatientleftbehind.docsend.com/view/da58aucpn95mx3pn
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These reforms are not based on preference or opinion. They are based on first principles like Net Present 

Value and Discounted Cash Flow that govern the math at the heart of all investing and finance and have 

driven the decades of innovation we have enjoyed since the passing of Hatch-Waxman. 

You can have low-risk R&D that attracts capital with the promise of a low-high return if the project is 

successful. You can have medium-risk R&D that attracts capital with the expectation of a medium-high return 

if the project is successful. And you can have a high-risk R&D project that attracts capital with expectations of 

a high return if the project is successful. All these can plausibly result in a positive risk-adjusted return. But 

investors will not fund a high-risk R&D project where the expectation of a return is medium or low in the event 

of success, because that results in a negative risk-adjusted return expectation.  

As long as people are free to decide how they invest, they will always prefer whatever offers a higher risk-

adjusted return, so Congress can’t change the math investors do so much as it can plug in different values 

into their math and drive them to make different rational decisions based on the expected returns the math 

outputs. 

I hope this helps guide those who genuinely want to enact sound policy that saves society money while 

preserving biomedical R&D. That same R&D improves our lives by keeping us all healthier and spending as 

little of our lives in expensive hospitals and long-term care facilities as possible.   

 


